
BUSINESS PLAN FOR COFFEE SHOP UK

Coffee Shop & Cafe Business Plan. Coffee shop interior Whilst every UK town and city appears to be inundated with
specialist and independent coffee shops.

Allow for expenses including business and content insurance, supplies, licenses and permits, utilities such as
electricity and gas, marketing, repairs and maintenance. Opening your own coffee shop would be arrogant and
profitable, but having a dream is something and turning it into a real business is quite another! Find your
niche. Overview Extra Shot Limited is a new company planning to open a tailored coffee, tea and sandwich
bar in the centre of a local village. Many big brand coffee chains including Costa and Starbucks operate as
franchises. Decide your coffee shop size Are you going to set up a kiosk for busy commuters to get their
caffeine fix, or a spacious, sofa-laden suite in which people can relax and meet with friends? Make sure you
understand your responsibilities for paying income tax, VAT, national insurance along with your rent and
business rates. Provide barista training if needed and other forms of training. Be prepared to think small if it
gets you a good location: a small kiosk in a train station concourse has the potential be far more profitable than
a large shop in a suburban shopping parade. Between and sales increased by  Luckily, coffee shops thrive on
high volume business â€” as while margins are high, unit pricing is low so lots of customers are needed to
make a coffee shop a success. You can serve far more takeaway customers who pay the same as sit-in
customers, just with lower overheads. This will obviously be expensive, though â€” you might decide to move
to a more spacious location off the beaten track, spending the money you save on buying in better beans and
improving the quality of your coffee. Find a location. The Market and Business The main market sectors Extra
Shot will penetrate are couples between the ages of 25 to 55 together with local business people within a
radius of 10 miles from the village. Your bank manager or finance manager will want to see that you have
done your homework before lending you any money. Many people invest their own savings in their new
coffee shop venture but there are alternative sources of funding available. Three entrepreneurs founded Extra
Shot, who have 18 years experience in this sector between them. We'll take over existing premises currently
utilised as a delicatessen. Market your coffee shop. Your target customers, location and nearby competition
will influence this and it will also impact location, floor plan, interior design and marketing. Building a solid
supply chain is a key priority. Daniel Brown Marketing. Independent stores are further beginning to explore
new revenue streams through the trailing of such products as alcohol, events and creating partners with other
stores or brands. Preparing a business plan is useful in many ways. Do you have a coffee shop and want to
boost coffee sales? The outlet will concentrate on sourcing fresh organic products from local farms and the
weekly farmer's market. This could be as simple as a great A-board outside, or as advanced as a complete
Google My Business strategy. Consider loyalty cards that give a free coffee after buying a certain number, or
offer buy one get one free discounts to new customers. Take card payments quickly and easily with Square.
Target customers â€” a snapshot of your customers and what they are looking for, such as kids activity packs
for weekend family shoppers. Find suppliers. Our aim is to become a recognised national brand within the
coming years initially expanding in the region via a franchise model. Find suppliers A great coffee shop needs
great produce. Read our guide to business tax for more information. Entering a saturated but growing market
still requires structured planning and meticulous execution of strategies. Depending on where you are in the
country, it could simply be that your niche is that you are the only specialist coffee shop in the area. Fully
complete narrative. Find your niche Finding your niche is important for a market as crowded as coffee. The
quality of your coffee can also be a differentiator, with artisanal coffee a big trend for independent coffee
shops. Property sites such as Rightmove have commercial property sections allowing you to view potential
sites that could be suitable for a coffee shop. Read on for more details on each step. This professional business
plan caters for all take-out and indoor outlets primarily selling coffee-based drinks.


